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of the Croats, and the difficulties besetting the later
Triune Monarchy of Yugoslavia may be traced in great
measure to the struggle between the Papacy and the
Oecumenical Patriarchate in the ninth century. Such
historical causes have more practical results in the Balkans
than with us, for Serbian politicians are apt to speak of
Stephen Dushan as if he had lived yesterday, whereas no
British statesman would cite Dushan's contemporary,
Edward III, as a precedent for the reacquisition of large
parts of France. But, when the Balkan States were reborn
in the nineteenth century, they naturally and nationalistically
looked back to the medieval Serbian and Bulgarian Empires
as to their progenitors, and inevitably inherited Byzantine
traditions which had been preserved through the dull
centuries of Turkish domination. Hence to understand the
Balkan questions of to-day it is often necessary to know
something of their medieval struggles, whereas to the British
politician the reign of Victoria is already 'ancient history'.
Stephen Nemanja, by adopting the Eastern creed, instead
of the Latin Church, permanently decided the aspect of
Serbian culture; his son, Sava, and he himself in his later
years, sought inspiration among the Byzantine monks of
Mount Athos, and the still-existing Serbian monastery of
Khilandar testifies to the connexion between the 'Holy
Mountain* and the modern Yugoslav monarchy. Both
Alexander of Serbia and Alexander of Yugoslavia visited
this foundation, and a recent question, arising between
Greece and Yugoslavia out of the expropriation of the lands
belonging to Khilandar outside the peninsula of Athos,
served as a reminder that the germs of modern Balkan
politics are sometimes found in the Middle Ages, The Latin
conquest of Mount Athos indirectly assisted the diffusion of
Orthodox and Byzantine ideas in Serbia, for Sava, emigrat-
ing thence to Studenitza, spread the Eastern ritual among
the Serbs, and in 1219 obtained from the Oecumenical
Patriarch (then resident at Nicaea) his consecration as
'Archbishop of all the Serbian lands' together with the
creation of an autocephalous Serbian Church.
Byzantium's weakness was Serbia's opportunity; as usual
in the Balkans politics and religion were yoke-fellows.  Sava

